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PREAMBLE
For long, especially during the colonial period, the peoples of Asia
suffered from gross violations of their rights and freedoms. Today
large sections of our people continue to be exploited and oppressed
and many of our societies are torn apart by hatred and intolerance.
Increasingly the people realize that peace and dignity are possible
only when the equal and inalienable rights of all persons and groups
are recognised and protected. They are determined to secure peace
and justice for themselves and the coming generations through
the struggle for human rights and freedoms. Towards that end they
adopt this Charter as an affirmation of the desire and aspirations
of the peoples of Asia to live in peace and dignity.

BACKGROUND TO THE CHARTER
1.1 The Asian struggle for rights and freedoms has deep historical
roots, in the fight against oppression in civil society and the
political oppression of colonialism, and subsequently for the
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establishment or restoration of democracy. The reaffirmation of
rights is necessary now more than ever before. Asia is passing
through a period of rapid change, which affects social structures,
political institutions and the economy. Traditional values are
under threat from new forms of development and technologies,
as well as political authorities and economic organizations that
manage these changes.
1.2 In particular the marketization and globalization of economies
are changing the balance between the private and the public,
the state and the international community, and worsening the
situation of the poor and the disadvantaged. These changes
threaten many valued aspects of life, the result of the
dehumanizing effects of technology, the material orientation
of the market, and the destruction of the community. People
have decreasing control over their lives and environment, and
some communities do not have protection even against eviction
from their traditional homes and grounds. There is a massive
exploitation of workers, with wages that are frequently
inadequate for even bare subsistence and low safety standards
that put the lives of workers in constant danger. Even the most
elementary of labour rights and laws are seldom enforced.
1.3 Asian development is full of contradictions. There is massive
and deepening poverty in the midst of growing affluence of
some sections of the people. Levels of health, nutrition and
education of large numbers of our people are appalling, denying
the dignity of human life. At the same time valuable resources
are wasted on armaments, Asia being the largest purchaser of
arms of all regions. Our governments claim to be pursuing
development directed at increasing levels of production and
welfare but our natural resources are being depleted most
irresponsibly and the environment is so degraded that the
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quality of life has worsened immeasurably, even for the better
off among us. Building of golf courses has a higher priority
than the care of the poor and the disadvantaged.
1.4 Asians have in recent decades suffered from various forms of
conflict and violence, arising from ultra-nationalism, perverted
ideologies, ethnic differences, and fundamentalism of all
religions. Violence emanates from both the state and sections
of civil society. For large masses, there is little security of person,
property or community. There is massive displacement of
communities and there are an increasing number of refugees.
1.5 Governments have arrogated enormous powers to themselves.
They have enacted legislation to suppress peoples rights and
freedoms and colluded with foreign firms and groups in the
plunder of national resources. Corruption and nepotism are
rampant and there is little accountability of those holding
public or private power. Authoritarianism has in many states
been raised to the level of national ideolog y, with the
deprivation of the rights and freedoms of their citizens, which
are denounced as foreign ideas inappropriate to the religious
and cultural traditions of Asia. Instead there is the exhortation
of spurious theories of Asian Values which are a thin disguise
for their authoritarianism. Not surprisingly, Asia, of all the
major regions of the world, is without a regional official charter
or other regional arrangements for the protection of rights and
freedoms.
1.6 In contrast to the official disregard or contempt of human rights
in many Asian states, there is increasing awareness among their
peoples of the importance of rights and freedoms. They realize
the connections between their poverty and political
powerlessness and the denial to them of these rights and
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freedoms. They believe that political and economic systems have
to operate within a framework of human rights and freedoms to
ensure economic justice, political participation and accountability,
and social peace. There are many social movements that have
taken up the fight to secure for the people their rights and freedoms.
1.7 Our commitment to rights is not due to any abstract ideological
reasons. We believe that respect for human rights provides the
basis for a just, humane and caring society. A regime of rights
is premised on the belief that we are all inherently equal and
have an equal right to live in dignity. It is based on our right to
determine our destiny through participation in policy making
and administration. It enables us to develop and enjoy our
culture and to give expression to our artistic impulses. It respects
diversity. It recognizes our obligations to future generations
and the environment they will inherit. It establishes standards
for assessing the worth and legitimacy of our institutions and
policies.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
2.1 It is possible from specific rights and the institutions and procedures
for their protection to draw some general principles which underlie
these rights and whose acceptance and implementation facilitates
their full enjoyment. The principles, which are discussed below,
should provide the broad framework for public policies within
which we believe rights would be promoted.

UNIVERSALITY AND INDIVISIBILITY OF RIGHTS
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2.2 We endorse the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, and other international instruments for the protection
of rights and freedoms. We believe that rights are universal,
every person being entitled to them by virtue of being a human
being. Cultural traditions affect the way in which a society
organizes relationships within itself, but they do not detract
from the universalism of rights which are primarily concerned
with the relationship of citizens with the state and the inherent
dignity of persons and groups. We also believe that rights and
freedoms are indivisible and it is a fallacy to suppose that some
types of rights can be suppressed in the name of other rights.
Human beings have social, cultural and economic needs and
aspirations that cannot be fragmented or compartmentalised,
but are mutually dependent. Civil, political and cultural rights
have little meaning unless there are the economic resources to
exercise and enjoy them. Equally, the pursuit and acquisition
of material wealth is sterile and self-defeating without political
freedoms, the opportunity to develop and express ones
personality and to engage in cultural and other discourses.
2.3 Notwithstanding their universality and indivisibility, the
enjoyment and the salience of rights depend on social,
economic and cultural contexts. Rights are not abstractions,
but foundations for action and policy. Consequently we must
move from abstract formulations of rights to their
concretization in the Asian context by examining the
circumstances of specific groups whose situation is defined by
massive violations of their rights. It is only by relating rights
and their implementation to the specificity of the Asian
situation that the enjoyment of rights will be possible. Only
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in this way will Asia be able to contribute to the world-wide
movement for the protection of rights.
2.4 Widespread poverty, even in states which have achieved a high
rate of economic development, is a principal cause of the
violation of rights. Poverty deprives individuals, families, and
communities of their rights and promotes prostitution, child
labour, slavery, sale of human organs, and the mutilation of
the body to enhance the capacity to beg. A life of dignity is
impossible in the midst of poverty. Asian states must direct
their development policies towards the elimination of poverty
through more equitable forms of development.

THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE PROTECTION OF
HUMAN RIGHTS
2.5The responsibility for the protection of rights is both international
and domestic. The international community has agreed upon
norms and institutions that should govern the practice of human
rights. The peoples of Asia support international measures for the
protection of rights. State sovereignty cannot be used as an excuse
to evade international norms or ignore international institutions.
The claim of state sovereignty is justified only when a state fully
protects the rights of its citizens.
2.6 On the other hand, international responsibility cannot be used for
the selective chastisement or punishment of particular states; or
for the privileging of one set of rights over others. Some
fundamental causes of the violation of human rights lie in the
inequities of the international world economic and political
order. The radical transformation and democratization of the
world order is a necessary condition for the global enjoyment
of human rights. The logic of the universalism and equality of
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rights is the responsibility of the international community for
the social and economic welfare of all people throughout the
world, and consequently the obligation to ensure a more
equitable distribution of resources and opportunities across
the world.
2.7 The primary responsibility for the promotion of human rights
rests with states. The rights of states and peoples to just
economic, social, political and cultural development must not
be negated by global processes. States must establish open
political processes in which rights and obligations of different
groups are acknowledged and the balance between the interests
of individuals and the community is achieved. Democratic and
accountable governments are the key to the promotion and
protection of rights.
2.8 The capacity of the international community and states to
promote and protect rights has been weakened by processes of
globalization as more and more power over economic and social
policy and activities has moved from states to business
corporations. States are increasingly held hostage by financial
and other corporations to implement narrow and short sighted
economic policies which cause so much misery to so many
people, while increasing the wealth of the few. Business
corporations are responsible for numerous violations of rights,
particularly those of workers, women and indigenous peoples.
It is necessary to strengthen the regime of rights by making
corporations liable for the violation of rights.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND THE PROTECTION
OF THE ENVIRONMENT
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2.9 Economic development must be sustainable. We must protect the
environment against the avarice and depredations of commercial
enterprises to ensure that the quality of life does not decline just as
the gross national product increases. Technology must liberate,
not enslave human beings. Natural resources must be used in a
manner consistent with our obligation to future generations. We
must never forget that we are merely temporary custodians of
the resources of nature. Nor should we forget that these resources
are given to all human kind, and consequently we have a joint
responsibility for their responsible, fair and equitable use.

RIGHTS
3.1 We endorse all the rights that are contained in international
instruments. It is unnecessary to restate them here. We believe
that these rights need to be seen in a holistic manner and that
individual rights are best pursued through a broader
conceptualization which forms the basis of the following
section.

THE RIGHT TO LIFE
3.2 Foremost among rights is the right to life, from which flow other
rights and freedoms. The right to life is not confined to mere
physical or animal existence but includes the right to every limb or
faculty through which life is enjoyed. It signifies the right to live
with basic human dignity, the right to livelihood, the right to a
habitat or home, the right to education and the right to a clean
and healthy environment for without these there can be no real
and effective exercise or enjoyment of the right to life. The state
must also take all possible measures to prevent infant mortality,
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eliminate malnutrition and epidemics, and increase life expectancy
through a clean and healthy environment and adequate preventative
as well as curative medical facilities. It must make primary
education free and compulsory.
3.3 Yet in many parts of Asia, wars, ethnic conflicts, cultural and religious
oppression, corruption of politics, environmental pollution,
disappearances, torture, state or private terrorism, violence against
women, and other acts of mass violence continue to be a scourge
to humanity resulting in the loss of thousands of innocent human
lives.
3.4 To ensure the right to life, propagation of war or ethnic conflict
or incitement to hatred and violence in all spheres of individual
or societal or national or international life should be prohibited.
3.5 The state has the responsibility to thoroughly investigate cases
of torture, disappearances and custodial deaths, rapes and sexual
abuses and to bring culprits to justice.
3.6 There must be no arbitrary deprivation of life. States should
take measures not only to prevent and mete out punish for the
deprivation of life by criminal acts and terrorist acts but also
prevent arbitrary disappearances and killings by their own
security forces. The law must strictly control and limit the
circumstances in which a person may be deprived of his or
her life by state authorities or officials.
3.7 All states must abolish the death penalty. Where it exists, it
may be imposed only rarely for the most serious crimes. Before
a person can be deprived of life by the imposition of the death
penalty, he or she must be ensured a fair trial before an independent
and impartial tribunal with full opportunity of legal representation
of his or her choice, adequate time for preparation of defence,
ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER
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presumption of innocence and the right to review by a higher
tribunal. Execution should never be carried out in public or
otherwise exhibited in public.

THE RIGHT TO PEACE
4.1 All persons have the right to live in peace so that they can fully
develop all their capacities, physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual,
without being the target of any kind of violence. The peoples of
Asia have suffered great hardships and tragedies due to wars and
civil conflicts which have caused many deaths, mutilation of bodies,
external or internal displacement of persons, break up of families,
and in general the denial of any prospects of a civilized or peaceful
existence. Both the state and civil society have in many countries
become heavily militarized in which all scores are settled by force
and citizens have no protection against the intimidation and terror
of state or private armies.
4.2 The duty of the state to maintain law and order should be
conducted under strict restraint on the use of force in
accordance with standards established by the international
community, including humanitarian law. Every individual and
group is entitled to protection against all forms of state violence,
including violence perpetrated by its police and military forces.
4.3 The right to live in peace requires that political, economic or
social activities of the state, the corporate sector and the civil
society should respect the security of all peoples, especially of
vulnerable groups. People must be ensured security in relation
to the natural environment they live in, the political, economic
and social conditions which permit them to satisfy their needs
and aspirations without recourse to oppression, exploitation,
violence, and without detracting from all that is of value in
ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER
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their society.
4.4 In fighting fascist invasion, colonialism, and neo-colonialism,
Asian states played a crucial role in creating conditions for
their peoples to live in peace. In this fight, they had justifiably
stressed the importance of national integrity and nonintervention by hegemonic powers. However, the demands of
national integrity or protection against the threats of foreign
domination cannot now be used as a pretext for refusing to the
people their right to personal security and peaceful existence
any more than the suppression of peoples rights can be justified
as an excuse to attract foreign investments. Neither can they
justify any refusal to inform the international community about
the individual security of its people. The right of persons to
live in peace can be guaranteed only if the states are accountable
to the international community.
4.5 The international community of states has been deeply
implicated in wars and civil conflicts in Asia. Foreign states
have used Asian groups as surrogates to wage wars and have
armed groups and governments engaged in internal conflicts.
They have made huge profits out of the sale of armaments.
The enormous expenditures on arms have diverted public
revenues from programmes for the development of the country
or the well-being of the people. Military bases and other
establishments (often of foreign powers) have threatened the
social and physical security of the people who live in their
vicinity.

THE RIGHT TO DEMOCRACY
5.1 Colonialism and other modern developments significantly changed
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the nature of Asian political societies. The traditional systems of
accountability and public participation in affairs of state as well as
the relationship of citizens to the government were altered
fundamentally. Citizens became subjects, while the government
became more pervasive and powerful. Colonial laws and
authoritarian habits and style of administration persisted after
independence. The state has become the source of corruption
and the oppression of the people. The democratization and
humanization of the state is a pre-condition for the respect for
and the protection of rights.
5.2 The state, which claims to have the primary responsibility for the
development and well-being of the people, should be humane,
open and accountable. The corollary of the respect for human
rights is a tolerant and pluralistic system, in which people are free
to express their views and to seek to persuade others and in which
the rights of minorities are respected. People must participate in
public affairs, through the electoral and other decision-making
and implementing processes, free from racial, religious or gender
discriminations.

THE RIGHT TO CULTURAL IDENTITY AND THE
FREEDOM OF CONSCIENCE
6.1 The right to life involves not only material but also the moral
conditions which permit a person to lead a meaningful
existence. This meaning is not only individually determined
but is also based on shared living with other human beings.
The Asian traditions stress the importance of common cultural
identities. Cultural identities help individuals and communities
to cope with the pressures of economic and social change; they
give meaning to life in a period of rapid transformation. They are
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the source of pride and security. There are many vulnerable
communities in Asia as elsewhere whose cultures are threatened
or derided. Asian peoples and governments must respect the
cultures and traditions of its diverse communities.
6.2 The plurality of cultural identities in Asia is not contrary to
the universality of human rights but rather as so many cultural
manifestations of human dignity enriching universal norms.
At the same time we Asian peoples must eliminate those
features in our cultures which are contrary to the universal
principles of human rights. We must transcend the traditional
concept of the family based on patriarchal traditions so as to
retrieve in each of our cultural traditions, the diversity of family
norms which guarantee womens human rights. We must be
bold in reinterpreting our religious beliefs which support
gender inequality. We must also eliminate discriminations based
on caste, ethnic origins, occupation, place of origin and others,
while enhancing in our respective cultures all values related to
mutual tolerance and mutual support. We must stop practices
which sacrifice the individual to the collectivity or to the
powerful, and thus renew our communal and national
solidarity.
6.3 The freedom of religion and conscience is particularly
important in Asia where most people are deeply religious.
Religion is a source of comfort and solace in the midst of
poverty and oppression. Many find their primary identity in
religion. However religious fundamentalism is also a cause of
divisions and conflict. Religious tolerance is essential for the
enjoyment of the right of conscience of others, which includes
the right to change ones belief.
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THE RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
7.1 Every individual has the right to the basic necessities of life and to
protection against abuse and exploitation. We all have the right to
literacy and knowledge, to food and clean water, shelter and to
medical facilities for a healthy existence. All individuals and human
groups are entitled to share the benefits of the progress of
technology and of the growth of the world economy.
7.2 Development, for individuals and states, does not mean merely
economic development. It means the realization of the full
potential of the human person. Consequently they have the
right to artistic freedom, freedom of expression and the
cultivation of their cultural and spiritual capacities. It means
the right to participate in the affairs of the state and the
community. It implies that states have the right to determine
their own economic, social and cultural policies free from
hegemonic pressures and influences.

RIGHTS OF VULNERABLE GROUPS
8.1 Asian states should formulate and implement public policies within
the above general framework of rights. We believe that in this
way we will establish fair and humane conditions for our individual
and corporate lives and ensure social justice. However, there are
particular groups who for historical or other reasons are weak
and vulnerable and consequently require special protection for the
equal and effective enjoyment of their human rights. We discuss
the situation of several such groups, but we recognize that there
are also other groups who suffer from discrimination and
oppression. They include people who through civil conflict,
government policies or economic hardships are displaced from
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their homes and seek refuge in other places internally or in foreign
lands. Our states and societies have become less tolerant of
minorities and indigenous people, whose most basic rights are
frequently violated. Many of our societies still discriminate against
gays and lesbians, denying them their identity and causing them
great anguish and misery. Various economic groups, like peasants
and fishing communities, suffer from great deprivation and live
in constant fear of threats to their livelihood from landlords and
capitalist enterprises. All these groups deserve special attention.
We urge states and communities to give the highest priority to the
amelioration of their social and economic conditions.

WOMEN
9.1 In most Asian societies women suffer from discrimination and
oppression. The cause of their oppression lies in both history
and contemporary social and economic systems.
9.2 The roots of patriarchy are systemic and its structures dominate
all institutions, attitudes, social norms and customary laws,
religions and values in Asian societies, crossing the boundaries
of class, culture, caste and ethnicity. Oppression takes many
forms, but is most evident in sexual slavery, domestic violence,
trafficking in women and rape. They suffer discrimination in
both public and private spheres. The increasing militarization
of many societies in Asia has led to the increase of violence
against women in situations of armed conflict, including mass
rape, forced labour, racism, kidnapping and displacement from
their homes. As female victims of armed conflict are often denied
justice, rehabilitation, compensation and reparation of the war
crimes committed against them, it is important to emphasis that
systematic rape is a war crime and a crime against humanity.
ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER
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9.3 To end discrimination against women in the field of employment
and the right to work, women should be given the right to
employment opportunities, the free choice of profession, job
security, equal remuneration, the right to compensation in respect
of domestic work, the right to protection of health and safe
working conditions, especially in safeguarding of the function of
reproduction and special protection in times of pregnancy from
work that may be harmful. Women should be given the full right
to control their sexual and reproductive health, free from
discrimination or coercion, and be given access to information
about sexual and reproductive health care and safe reproductive
technology.
9.4 There are few legal provisions to protect women against violations
of their rights within the domestic and patriarchal realm. Their
rights in public law are seldom observed. Affirmative measures
should be taken to ensure full and equal participation of women
in the political and public life of the society. A considerable increase
in the presence of women in the various institutions of state power
and in the fields of business, agriculture and land ownership must
be provided for by way of affirmative action. The political, social
and economic empowerment of women is essential for the
defence of their legal rights.

CHILDREN
10.1 As with women, their oppression takes many forms, the most
pervasive of which are child labour; sexual slavery; child
pornography; the sale and trafficking of children; prostitution;
sale of organs; conscription into drug trafficking; the physical,
sexual and psychological abuse of children within families;
discrimination against children with HIV/AIDS; forced
ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER
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religious conversion of children; the displacement of children
with and without their families by armed conflicts;
discrimination; and environmental degradation. An increasing
number of children are forced to live on the streets of Asian
cities and are deprived of the social and economic support of
families and communities.
10.2 Widespread poverty, lack of access to education and social
dislocation in rural areas are among the causes of the trends
which increase the vulnerability of children. Long-established
forms of exploitation and abuse, such as bonded labour or
the use of children for begging or sexual gratification are
rampant. Female infanticide due to patriarchal gender
preference and female genital mutilation are widely practised
in some Asian countries.
10.3 Asian states have failed dismally to look after children and
provide them with even the bare means of subsistence or
shelter. We call on Asian states to ratify and implement the
Convention on the Rights of the Child. We also call on
communities to take the responsibility for monitoring
violations of childrens rights and to press for the
implementation of the UN Convention in appropriate ways
in their own social contexts.

DIFFERENTLY ABLED PERSONS
11.1 Traditionally Asian societies cared for those who were physically
or mentally handicapped. Increasingly our communal values and
structures, under the pressure of new forms of economic
organizations, have become less tolerant of such persons. They
suffer enormous discrimination in access to education,
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employment and housing. They are unable to enjoy many of
their human rights due to prejudice against them and the absence
of provisions responding to their special demands. Their
considerable abilities are not properly recognized and they are
forced into jobs which offer low pay and little prospects of
promotion. They have the right to provisions which enable them
to live in dignity, with security and respect, and to have
opportunities to realize their full potential.
11.2 The need to treat such persons with respect for their human
rights is apparent in the dismal way Asian states treat those
with HIV or AIDS. They are the victims of gross
discrimination. A civilized society which respects human
rights would recognize their right to live and die with dignity.
It would secure to them the right to adequate medical care
and to be protected from prejudice, discrimination or
persecution.

WORKERS
12.1 The rapid industrialization of Asian societies has undermined
traditional forms of the subsistence economy and has
destroyed possibilities of the livelihood of large sections of
the rural people. Increasingly they and other groups are forced
into wage employment, often in industry, working under
appalling conditions. For the majority of the workers there
is little or no protection from unfair labour laws. The
fundamental rights to form trade unions and bargain
collectively are denied to many. Their wages are grossly inadequate
and working conditions are frequently grim and dangerous.
Globalization adds to the pressures on workers as many Asian
states seek to reduce the costs of production, often in collusion
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with foreign corporations and international financial institutions.
12.2 A particularly vulnerable category of workers are migrant workers.
Frequently separated from their families, they are exploited in
foreign states whose laws they do not understand and are afraid
to invoke. They are often denied rights and conditions which
local workers enjoy. They slog without access to adequate
accommodation, health care, or legal protection. In many cases
migrants suffer racism and xenophobia, and domestic helpers
are subjected to humiliation and sometimes, sexual abuse.

STUDENTS
13.1 Students in Asia struggled against colonialism and fought for
democratization and social justice. As a result of their fearless
commitment to social transformation they have often suffered
from state violence and repression and remain as one of the
key targets for counter-insurgency operations and internal
security laws and operations. Students are frequently denied
the right to academic freedom and to the freedoms of
expression and association.

PRISONERS AND POLITICAL DETAINEES
14.1 In few areas is there such a massive violation of internationally
recognized norms as in relation to prisoners and political
detainees.
14.2 Arbitrary arrests, detention, imprisonment, ill-treatment,
torture, cruel and inhuman punishment are common
occurrences in many parts of Asia. Detainees and prisoners
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are often forced to live in unhygienic conditions, are denied
adequate food and health care and are prevented from having
communication with, and support from, their families.
Different kinds of prisoners are frequently mixed in one cell,
with men, women and children kept in proximity. Prison
cells are normally overcrowded. Deaths in custody are
common. Prisoners are frequently denied access to lawyers
and the right to fair and speedy trials.
14.3 Asian governments often use executive powers of detention
without trial. They use national security legislation to arrest
and detain political opponents. It is notable that, in many
countries in Asia, freedom of thought, belief and conscience
have been restricted by administrative limits on freedom of
speech and association.

THE ENFORCEMENT OF RIGHTS
15.1 Many Asian states have guarantees of human rights in their
constitutions, and many of them have ratified international
instruments on human rights. However, there continues to
be a wide gap between rights enshrined in these documents
and the abject reality that denies people their rights. Asian
states must take urgent action to implement the human rights of
their citizens and residents.

PRINCIPLES FOR ENFORCEMENT
15.2 We believe that systems for the protection of rights should be
based on the following principles.
15.2a Human rights are violated by the state, civil society and business
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corporations. The legal protection for rights has to be extended
against violations by all these groups. It is also necessary to
reform these groups by strengthening their ethical foundations
and values and inculcating in them a sense of their responsibility
towards the disadvantaged and the oppressed.
15.2b The promotion and enforcement of rights is the respon-sibility
of all groups in society, although the primary responsibility is
that of the state. The enjoyment of many rights, especially social
and economic, requires a positive and proactive role of
governments. There is a clear and legitimate role for NGOs
in raising consciousness of rights, formulating standards, and
ensuring their protection by governments and other groups.
Professional groups like lawyers and doctors have special
responsibilities connected with the nature of their work to
promote the enforcement of rights and prevent abuses of
power.
15.2c Since rights are seriously violated in situations of civil strife and
are strengthened if there is peace, it is the duty of the state and
other organizations to find peaceful ways to resolve social and
ethnic conflicts and to promote tolerance and harmony. For
the same reasons no state should seek to dominate other states
and states should settle their differences peacefully.
15.2d Rights are enhanced if democratic and consensual practices are
followed and it is therefore the responsibility of all states and
other organisations to promote these practices in their work
and in their dealings with others.
15.2e Many individuals and groups in Asia are unable to exercise their
rights due to restrictive or oppressive social customs and
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practices, particularly those related to caste, gender, or religion.
Therefore the immediate reform of these customs and practices
is necessary for the protection of rights. The reforms must be
enforced with vigour and determination.
15.2f A humane and vigorous civil society is necessary for the
promotion and protection of human rights and freedoms,
for securing rights within civil society and to act as a check
on state institutions. Freedoms of expression and association
are necessary for the establishment and functioning of
institutions of civil society.
15.2g It is necessary to curb the exploitative practices of business
corporations and to ensure that they do not violate rights
of workers, consumers and the public.

STRENGTHENING THE FRAMEWORK FOR RIGHTS
15.3a It is essential to secure the legal framework for rights. All states
should include guarantees of rights in their constitutions, which
should be constitutionally protected against erosion by legislative
amendments. They should also ratify international human rights
instruments. They should review their legislation and
administrative practices against national and international
standards with the aim of repealing provisions which
contravene these standards, particularly legislation carried over
from the colonial period.
15.3b Knowledge and consciousness of rights should be raised among
the general public, and state and civil society institutions.
Awareness of the national and international regime of rights
should be promoted. Individuals and groups should be
acquainted with legal and administrative procedures whereby
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they can secure their rights and prevent abuse of authority.
NGOs should be encouraged to become familiar with and
deploy mechanisms, both national and inter-national, for
monitoring and review of rights. Judicial and administrative
decisions on the protection of rights should be widely
disseminated, nationally and in the Asian region. Governments,
NGOs and educational institutions should co-operate in
disseminating information about the importance and content
of human rights.
15.3c Numerous violations of rights occur while people are in custody
and through other activities of security forces. Sometimes these
violations take place because the security forces do not respect
the permissible scope of their powers or do not realise that
the orders under which they are acting are unlawful. Members
of the police, prison services and the armed forces should be
provided training in human rights norms.

THE MACHINERY FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF RIGHTS
15.4a The judiciary is a major means for the protection of rights. It
has the power to receive complaints of the violation of rights,
to hear evidence, and to provide redress for violations,
including punishment for violators. The judiciary can only
perform this function if the legal system is strong and wellorganized. The members of the judiciary should be
competent, experienced and have a commitment to human
rights, dignity and justice. They should be independent of
the legislature and the executive by vesting the power of
their appointment in a judicial service commission and by
constitutional safeguards of their tenure. Judicial institutions
should fairly reflect the character of the different sections
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of the people by religion, region, gender and social class. This
means that there must be a restructuring of the judiciary and
the investigative machinery. More women, more underprivileged categories and more of the Pariahs of society must
by deliberate State action be lifted out of the mire and instilled
in judicial positions with necessary training. Only such a measure
will command the confidence of the weaker sector whose
human rights are ordinarily ignored in the traditional societies
of Asia.
15.4.b The legal profession should be independent. Legal aid should
be provided for those who are unable to afford the services
of lawyers or have access to courts, for the protection of
their rights. Rules which unduly restrict access to courts
should be reformed to provide a broad access. Social and
welfare organizations should be authorised to bring legal
action on behalf of individuals and groups who are unable
to utilize the courts.
15.4c All states should establish Human Rights Commissions and
specialized institutions for the protection of rights,
particularly of vulnerable members of society. They can
provide easy, friendly and inexpensive access to justice for
victims of human rights violations. These bodies can
supplement the role of the judiciary. They enjoy special
advantages: they can help establish standards for the
implementation of human rights norms; they can
disseminate information about human rights; they can
investigate allegations of violation of rights; they can
promote conciliation and mediation; and they can seek to
enforce human rights through administrative or judicial
means. They can act on their own initiative as well on
complaints from members of the public.
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15.4d Civil society institutions can help to enforce rights through
the organization of Peoples Tribunals, which can touch
the conscience of the government and the public. The
establishment of Peoples Tribunals emphasizes that the
responsibility for the protection of rights is wide, and not a
preserve of the state. They are not confined to legal rules in
their adjudication and can consequently help to uncover
the moral and spiritual foundations of human rights.

REGIONAL INSTITUTIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF
RIGHTS
16.1 The protection of human rights should be pursued at all levels,
local, national, regional and international. Institutions at each
level have their special advantages and skills. The primary
responsibility for the protection of rights is that of states,
therefore priority should be given to the enhancement of state
capacity to fulfil this obligation.
16.2 Asian states should adopt regional or sub-regional institutions
for the promotion and protection of rights. There should be
an inter-state Convention on Human Rights, formulated in
regional forums with the collaboration of national and
regional NGOs. The Convention must address the realities
of Asia, particularly the obstacles that impede the enjoyment
of rights. At the same time it must be fully consistent with
international norms and standards. It should cover violations
of rights by groups and corporations in addition to state
institutions. An independent commission or a court must be
established to enforce the Convention. Access to the commission
or the court must be open to NGOs and other social
organizations.
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APPENDIX A

GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED WITH SHAPING
THIS CHARTER
PLANNING COMMITTEE
Mathews George CHUNAKARA, Christian Conference of Asia, Hong Kong u FERNANDO Basil,
UNTAC-Human Rights Component, Cambodia u JAYATHILAKA Linus, Organisation for Democracy
and Human Rights, Sri Lanka u KIM Kyung-nam Rev., NCC-Human Rights Committee, south Korea
u MUTTETUWEGAMA Samanpriya Ramani, INFORM, Sri Lanka u NACPIL-MANIPON Aida
Jean, CCA – International Affairs, Shatin, Hong Kong u RASIAH Sivarasa, SUARAM, Malaysia u
SAJOR India Lourdes, Asian Women’s Human Rights Council, The Philippines u WONG Kai Shing,
Asian Human Rights Commission, Hong Kong

INITIAL DRAFTING COMMITTEE
Mathews George CHUNAKARA, Christian Conference of Asia, Hong Kong u FERNANDO Basil,
UNTAC-Human Rights Component, Cambodia u NACPIL-MANIPON Aida Jean, CCA – International
Affairs, Shatin, Hong Kong u SAJOR India Lourdes, Asian Women’s Human Rights Council, The
Philippines u TREMEWAN Christopher, University of Auckland, New Zealand u TY Renaldo,
University of the Philippines, The Philippines u WONG Kai Shing, Asian Human Rights Commission,
Hong Kong

INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANISATIONS WHO HAVE RESPONDED TO THE
QUESTIONNAIRE REGARDING ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER
ABAD La Reinne, ISIS International, Quezon City, The Philippines u ABRAHAM Ammu, Centre for
Education and Documentation, Bombay, India u ALLMARK C. V., Tribal Refugee Welfare in South
East Asia, Australia u ANA Genevieve C., Women’s Information and Communication Service, Quezon
City, Philippines u ASPIRAS Jose Ventura, PROCESS, Metro Manila, Philippines u Bar Council of
Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia u BAYES Helen, Defence for Children International - DCI Australia,
Dickson, Australia u BOONYABANCHA Somsook, Asian Coalition for Housing Rights, Bangkok,
Thailand u Burma Issues, Bangkok, Thailand u CA TELLEZ Cynthia, Mission for Filipina Migrant
Workers, Hong Kong u Catholic Human Rights Committee - Japan, Tokyo, Japan u Centre for
Trade Unions and Human Rights (CTUHR), Quezon City, The Philippines u CHHIBBER Y. P.,
Peoples Union for Civil Liberties, New Delhi, India u CHOWDERY N.R., Law Council of Australia,
Sydney, Australia u Citizens for Democracy (CFD), New Delhi, India u D’SILVA Allwyn, Jagruti
Kendra, Bombay, India u D’SOUZA Corinne Kumar, Vimochana, Bangalore, India u DAHAL Shiva
Hari, Informal Sector Service Centre (INSEC), Kathmandu, Nepal u DE LUNA Anelyn, Task Force
Detainees of the Philippines, Quezon City, Philippines u DHUNGEL Om, Human Rights Organisation
of Bhutan (HUROB), Lalitpur, Nepal u DIOKNO Maria Socorro I.., Free Legal Assistance Group, The
Philippines u DONELSON Mike, Asia Partnership for Human Development, Kowloon, Hong Kong u
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DULAKI Vani, Fiji Women’s Rights Movement, Suva, Fiji u ENGINEER Asghar Ali, Centre for
Study of Society and Secularism, Bombay, India u Ecumenical Commission for Displaced Families
and Communities, Quezon City, The Philippines u FAROOQUE Mohiuddin, Bangladesh Environmental
Lawyers’ Association, Dhaka, Bangladesh u FIRTH Oswald Fr., Social Economic and Development
Center (SEDEC), Colombo, Sri Lanka u Fishermen’s Service Center, Kaoshiung, Taiwan u FLORES
Potenciano, Kilusang Mayo Uno, Manila, The Philippines u Forum for Protection of Human Rights,
Kathmandu, Nepal u FRANCIS Daisy, Canada-Asia Working Group, Toronto, Canada u Free Legal
Assistance Volunteers Association Inc., Cebu City, The Philippines u GANESALINGAM V. S., Home
for Human Rights, Sri Lanka u GARCIA Edmundo, Coalition for Peace, Quezon City, The Philippines
u GARCIA Rosario, Ecumenical Movement for Justice & Peace, Manila, The Philippines u GHAZNAVI
Nafis, Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Karachi, Pakistan u HUQ Fazlul, Madaripur Legal Aid
Association, Madaripur, Bangladesh u HUSSAIN Hameeda, Ain O Salish Kendra, Dhaka, Bangladesh
u IDRIS S. M. Mohd, Consumers’ Association of Penang, Penang, Malaysia u Indian Social Institute
(ISI), Bangalore, India u International Young Christian Workers (IYCW) Asia-Pacific, Kowloon
City, Hong Kong u JAGUNOS Bern, Canada-Asia Working Group, Toronto, Canada u Japanese
Catholic Council for Justice and Peace, Koto-ku, Japan u JOHN J., Delhi Forum, New Delhi, India u
KANDEL Krishna, Amnesty International Nepal Section, Kathmandu, Nepal u KARUNAN Wanida,
Union for Civil Liberty, Bangkok, Thailand u KOOMPRAPHANT Sanphasit, Child’s Rights
Programmes, CPCR, Bangkok, Thailand u LAKSHMI. N., The Concerned for Working Children,
Bangalore, India u Law Department, Hong Kong University, Hong Kong u LIMPIN Maria Teresa,
Amnesty International Philippines, Quezon City, The Philippines u LIN Mei-jung Yvonne, Taiwan
Grassroots Women Workers’ Centre, Taipei, Taiwan u LUBI Tita, Gabriela Commission on Women’s
Political Rights, The Philippines u MACLING Jean C., Ecumenical Centre for Development, Quezon
City, Philippines u MAYUR Rasmi, Global Futures Network, Bombay, India u MITCHELL Michael,
WSCF Asia-Pacific Solidarity Work, NSW, Australia u MOLINO Benito E., Medical Action Group,
Quezon City, The Philippines u MU Wei Pin, International Trade Secretariate, IUF Asia Pacific, Sydney,
Australia u MUNIER Asif, Coordinating Council for Human Rights in Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh
u NEPAL Arun, Prisoners Information Centre, Kathmandu, Nepal u NICHOLAS Collin, Centre for
Orang Asli Concerns, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia u PACIS Constance Sr., Ecumenical Commission for
Displaces Families and Communities, The Philippines u PARTAMIAN Herminte, Australian Council
of Churches, Australia u PATEL Marti, Women’s Education for Advancement and Empowerment,
Chiangmai, Thailand u PATHAK Ila, Ahmedabad Women’s Action Group (AWAG), India u
PENARANDA Jose Victor, Council for People’s Development, Metro Manila, The Philippines u
PIMPLE Minar, Youth for Unity and Voluntary Action, Bombay, India u PINITPUVADOL Kamaline,
Child Rights Asia-Net, UNICEF, Bangkok, Thailand u PLANTILLA Jefferson R., Asian Regional
Resource Centre for Human Rights(ARRC), Thailand u PYAKUREL Sushil, South Asian Forum for
Human Rights, Kathmandu, Nepal u RAINTUNG F.W. Rev., Department of Church Participation in
Development, Jakarta, Indonesia u RAJAKUMAR K., Centre for Socio-Legal Research and
Documentation Service, Madras, India u RAYMUNDO Roque C., Jesuit Refugee Service - Asia Pacific,
Bangkok, Thailand u Research/Action Institute for Koreans in Japan (RAIK), Tokyo, Japan u
RODRIGUEZ June, Rural Enlightenment and Accretion in Philippine Society, Quezon City, The
Philippines u SAGUINSIN Grace, Alliance of Advocates for Indigenous Peoples’ Rights (TABAK),
Quezon City, The Philippines u SAMARAJIWA Ainsley, Centre for Society and Religion, Colombo,
Sri Lanka u SENTULI Lopeti, Pactific Concerns Resource Center Inc., Suva, Fiji u SHAHANI M. L.,
Shahani Law Associates, Karachi, Pakistan u Shan Human Rights Foundation, Mae Hong Son, Thailand
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u SHELLY Nancy, Australian Forums on Human Rights Organisations, Australia u SIDOTI Eric,
Human Rights Council of Australia, NSW, Australia u SINGH Rajan, Indian National Social Action
Forum (INSAF), Bombay, India u SKROBANEK Siriporn, Foundation for Women, Bangkok, Thailand
u SUGIRTHARAJ Felix N., Association for the Rural Poor, Royapuram, Madras, India u SUGITO
Junsuke, Yokohama International Human Rights Centre, Yokohama, Japan u SUTER Keith, Sydney,
Australia u TAKAMINE Yutaka, Economic Social Commission for Asian and the Pacific (ESCAP),
Thailand u TANDON Rajesh, Asian South Pacific Bureau on Adult Education, New Delhi, India u
TIMM R.W. Fr.,Commission for Justice & Peace, Dhaka, Bangladesh u TUAZAN Bobby, Philippine
Movement for Press Freedom (FMPF), Quezon City, The Philippines u VILLALBA M. A., Asian Migrant
Centre(AMC), Kowloon, Hong Kong u WESSELS David, Sophia University, Institute of International
Relations, Tokyo, Japan u WOOD H. N., Karen Information Office, Australia u WOOTTON Richard
F. Rev., Australian Human Rights Foundation, Melbourne, Australia u XIAO Qiang, Human Rights in
China, New York, U.S.A. u YAMAZAKI Koshi, Faculty of Law, Kagawa University, Takamatsu,
Japan u YAWATA Peter Akihiro, National Council of Churches, Tokyo, Japan u YUEN Mary, Justice
& Peace Commission of the Hong Kong Catholic Diocese, Hong Kong

THOSE WHO HAVE ENDORSED THE CHARTER
PARTICIPANTS OF CONSULTATIONS
Participants of the South Asian Consultation on the Draft Asian Human Rights Charter,
January 14-17, 1995, Piliyandala, Colombo, Sri Lanka
ABEYKOON Donald, Bar Association of Sri Lanka, Colombo, Sri Lanka u AGHA Qumar, INSAF,
New Delhi, India u BAROI Manju, National Council of Churches, Dhaka, Bangladesh u BHASKER
B.R.P., Trivandrum, Kerala, India u CASINADER Prince, Center for Society & Religion, Colombo,
Sri Lanka u Mathews George CHUNAKARA, Christian Conference of Asia, Hong Kong u COSTA
Rosline, Commission for Justice & Peace, Dhaka, Bangladesh u DHUNGEL Om, Human Rights
Organisation of Bhutan, Kathmandu, Nepal u FATIMA Anees, Human Rights Documentation &
Information Centre, Rawalpindi, Pakistan u FERNANDO Basil J., Asian Human Rights Commission,
Hong Kong u GOMES Victor Joachim, Dhaka, Bangladesh u M. Basheer HUSSAIN, Bangalore,
India u Justice V.R. Krishna IYER, Retired Supreme Court Justice, Kerala, India u JAYATHILAKE
Linus, Movement for Defense of Democratic Rights, Rajagiriya, Sri Lanka u KAPHLEY Pramod,
Group for International Solidarity (GRINSO), Kathmandu, Nepal u MAINALI Bishwa K., Forum
for Protection of Human Rights Kathmandu, Nepal u Faizan MUSTHAFA, Aligarh Muslim University,
Aligarh, India u MUTTETUWEGAMA Samanpriya Ramani, INFORM, Colombo, Sri Lanka u
NACPIL-MANIPON Aida Jean, CCA  International Affairs, Shatin, Hong Kong u NASRIN
Shamima, BRAC, Bangladesh u PYAKUREL Subodh, Informal Sector Education Centre (INSEC),
Kathmandu, Nepal u Ranjini SAMPATH, Madras, India u Beena SARAWAR, Lahore, Pakistan u
SHAKIR Naeem, Lahore, Pakistan u WONG Kai Shing, Asian Human Rights Commission, Hong
Kong
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Participants of the Southeast Asian Consultation on the Draft Asian Human Rights Charter,
8-11 August, 1995, Hong Kong
CHIU Sing Wing, Hong Kong Human Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u DITAPICHAI
Jaran, Union of Civil Liberty(UCL), Bangkok, Thailand u EDIGAR Max, Burma Issues, Bangkok,
Thailand u FERNANDO Basil J., Asian Human Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u
DIMARANAN Mariani Sr., Task Force Detainees of the Philippines, The Philippines u GALABRU
Kek, Cambodian League for Promotion and Defence of Human Rights, Phnom Penh, Cambodia u
KANITHA Sam, Legislation Committee – National Assembly, Phnom Penh, Cambodia u
KEEZHANGATTE James Joseph, Asian Regional Exchange for New Alternatives (ARENA), Hong
Kong u LIYANAGE Sanjeewa, Asian Human Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u
MARCELINO Alex, Human Rights Task Force on Cambodia, Phnom Penh, Cambodia u Mathews
George CHUNAKARA, Christian Conference of Asia, Hong Kong u NACPIL-MANIPON Aida Jean,
CCA – International Affairs, Shatin, Hong Kong u OMAR Ariffin, ALIRAN, Penang, Malaysia u
RATIH Igusti Agung Ayu, Centre for Human Rights Studies, Jakarta, Indonesia u TJAJO Rambun,
Indonesian Legal Aid Foundation, Jakarta, Indonesia u SAJOR India Lourdes, Asian Women’s Human
Rights Council, The Philippines u SAPHAN Monh, Legislation Committee – National Assembly, Phnom
Penh, Cambodia u SARMIENTO Rene V., Task Force Detainees of the Philippines, The Philippines u
SHUM Yun Shan, Committee for Asian Women, Kowloon, Hong Kong u SINAPAN Samydorai,
Hotline Asia – ACPP, Kowloon, Hong Kong u SIVARAKSA Sulak, Santhi Pracha Dhamma Institute,
Bangkok, Thailand u SOKHA Kem, Commission on Human Rights and Complaints, Phnom Penh,
Cambodia u TANG Lay Lee, Jesuit Refugee Service – Asia Pacific, Bangkok, Thailand u TONG Ka
Wing Denise, Hong Kong Women Christian Council, Kowloon, Hong Kong u VILLALBA Mayan,
Asian Migrant Centre (AMC), Kowloon, Hong Kong u WONG Kai Shing, Asian Human Rights
Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u YAHYA Ahmad, National Assembly, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
u YUEN Mary, Justice and Peace Commission of Hong Kong Catholic Diocese, Hong Kong

Participants of the East Asian Consultation on the Draft Asian Human Rights Charter,
January 1996, Hong Kong
BYRNES Andrew, Department of Law, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong u CHAN Ka Wai,
Hong Kong Christian Industrial Committee, Kowloon, Hong Kong u CHANG Jennifer H., Korean
Human Rights Network, Seoul, south Korea u DALY Mark, Refugee Concern, Kowloon, Hong Kong
u GHAI Yash, Department of Law, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong u ESCUETA Titos, Asian
Regional Exchange for New Alternatives (ARENA), Hong Kong u FERNANDO Basil J., Asian Human
Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u FURUYA Emiko, ICU, Tokyo, Japan u HALLENGREN
Bo, Asian Human Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u HIGASHIZAWA Yasushi, Japan Union
of Civil Liberty, Tokyo, Japan u HO Hei Wah, Society for Community Organisations, Kowloon, Hong
Kong u HSU Su-Fen, Fishermen’s Service Centre, Foungsheng, Taiwan u IMRUNGRUANG Rungtip
Jim, Friends of Thai, Kowloon, Hong Kong u JENG Tsuen-Chyi, Committee for Action on Labour
Legislation, Taipei, Taiwan u KAM Jenny, Asian Centre for the Progress of Peoples (ACPP), Kowloon,
Hong Kong u KAWAMURA Akio, Hu-Rights Osaka, Osaka, Japan u KIM Kyung-nam Rev., NCCKorea H.R.C., Seoul, south Korea u KING Mary Ann, Hong Kong u LAW Yuk Kai, Hong Kong
Human Rights Monitor, Hong Kong u LEE Seong-hoon Anselmo, Korean Human Rights Network,
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Seoul, south Korea u LEE Stephen S., Taiwan Association for Human Rights, Taipei, Taiwan u
LIYANAGE Sanjeewa, Asian Human Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong Kong u LUI Priscilla,
Committee for the Rights of Child Against Child Abuses, Kowloon, Hong Kong u MOK Miu Ying,
HKWWA, Kowloon, Hong Kong u OH Byung-sun, Department of Law, Sogang University, Seoul,
south Korea u PORGES Jennifer, Asia Monitor Resource Centre (AMRC), Kowloon, Hong Kong u
SHUM Yun Shan, Committee for Asian Women, Kowloon, Hong Kong u TONG Ka Wing Denise,
Kong Kong Women Christian Council, Kowloon, Hong Kong u VARONA Rex, Asian Migrant Centre,
Kowloon, Hong Kong u WONG Kai Shing, Hong Kong Human Rights Commission, Kowloon, Hong
Kong u WU Rose, Kong Kong Women Christian Council, Kowloon, Hong Kong u XIAO Qiang,
Human Rights in China, New York,U.S.A. u XIMENES Jaime, East Timor Solidarity Group, Macau u
YUEN Mary, Justice & Peace Commission of Hong Kong Catholic Diocese, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Participants of the Indian Consultation on the Draft Asian Human Rights Charter
25-27 March, 1995, Bangalore, India.
ANTONY N.O., Thrissur, Kerala, India u AUGUSTINE Mitha G., Ecumenical Christian Centre,
Bangalore, India u BAKTHAVATCHALAM P.V., Organisatoin for Civil and Democratic Rights,
Madras, India u BALAKRISHNA H.G. Justice, Bangalore, India u BHASKER B.R.P.,
Thiruvananthapuram, India u CHARALEL Prakash Kumar, Vigil India Movement, Bangalore, India
u Mathews George CHUNAKARA, Christian Conference of Asia, Hong Kong u Marjeree DAVID,
Ecumenical Christian Centre, Bangalore, India u DEVIDOS T., National Law School of India University,
Bangalore, India u FERNANDO Basil J., Asian Human Rights Commission, Hong Kong u M. Basheer
HUSSAIN, Bangalore, India u ITTY V.I., Vigil India Movement, Bangalore, India u KHAN Mujeeb
Ahmad, Kampur (U.P.), India u Sabira KHATOON, Kampur (U.P.), India u KUKREJA
Ghanshyamdas, Gwalior (M.P.), India u MANOHAR N., University of Madras, Madras, India u
MENON Geetha, Bangalore, India u MENON E.P., Bangalore, India u M.N.V. NAIR,
Thruvanathapuram, India u PURI Balraj, Jammu, Kashmir u RAJAKUMAR K., Madras, India u
RAJSEKER V.T., Bangalore, India u RAMESH M.K., National Law School of India University,
Bangalore, India u Justice Nittoor Srinivasa RAO, Retired Chief Justice, India u K. Pratap REDDI,
Vigil India Movement, Bangalore, India u Ranjini SAMPATH, Madras, India u SINGH Rashmi,
Ditts. Mau, (U.P.), India u SINGH Sanjay Kumar, Varanasi (U.P.), India u SINGH Vinod Kumar,
Varanasi (U.P.), India u SUDHEER S., Keralal University, Trivandrum, Kerala, India u THOMAS
Saji, Vigil India Movement, Bangalore, India u THOMAS Sarasu Esther, Bangalore, India u
VENKATARAO M., AWARE, Hyderabad, India u VIJAYAKUMAR V., National Law School of
India University, Bangalore, India

Participants of the Nepal Consultation on the Draft Asian Human Rights Charter,
9-11 April, 1995, Katmandu, Nepal
ADHIKARI Mana Krishna, Kathmandu, Nepal u BHATTARAI K. P., ICEA, Kathmandu, Nepal u
BISHWAKARMA Dipak Jung, Liberation Society, Kathmandu, Nepal u CHINTAN Gopal Siwakoti,
INHURED-International, Kathmandu, Nepal u DEVKOTA Bashu, HUCOC, Sindhuli, Nepal u
DHULAL Bharat, Prakash Memorial Trust, Kathmandu, Nepal u DIXIT Nita Goutam, Lawyers’
Association of Women, Kathmandu, Nepal u GIRI Bharati Silwal, Human Rights Organisation
(HURON), Kathmandu, Nepal u GHIMIRE V.S., Prakash Memorial Trust (PRAMT), Kathmandu,
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Nepal u KOIRALA Uma, All Nepal Womens Association, Kathmandu, Nepal u MAINALI Sailaza,
NCWCA, Kathmandu, Nepal u NEPAL Sita Ram, Nepal Civil Servants’ Organisatoin (NECSO),
Kathmandu, Nepal u OJHA Prem, HRCDC, Panchathar, Nepal u PARAJULI Tika, SOWANDEL,
Terhathum, Nepal u PANT K. P., Nepal Bar Association, Kathmandu, Nepal u POKHAREL Chandra,
HRCDC, Panchathar, Nepal u PRADHAN Gauri, Child Workers in Nepal(CWIN), Kathmandu, Nepal
u RIMAL Bishnu, General Federation of Trade Unions (GEFONT), Nepal u RIZAL R., ICEA,
Kathmandu, Nepal u SHAH Kalyani, Kathmandu, Nepal u SHRESTHA Naresh Kumar, Kathmandu,
Nepal u TAMANG Parasu Ram, NEFEN, Kathmandu, Nepal u THAPA Kanak B., FREEDEAL,
Kathmandu, Nepal u THAPALIA Santa, LACC, Kathmandu, Nepal u TIWARI Kiran, Child Rights
Watch – Nepal, Kathmandu, Nepal u WONG Kai Shing, Asian Human Rights Commission, Hong
Kong

Participants and Co-Organizers of the International Conference to Commemorate the
Kwangju Massacre and to Declare ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER - A Peoples’ Charter,
14-17 May, 1998, Kwangju, south Korea
ANG Sung-Ryae, Kwangju 5.18 Special Committee u Tapan K. BOSE, South Asia Forum for Human
Rights, Nepal u BYUN Hyung-yoon, Professor u CHANG Yong-joo, National League of Catholic
Priests for Justice u CHEN Mei Hua, Awakening Foundation, Taiwan u CHI Eun-hee, Korean Federation
of Women’s Organizations u Ven. CHINKWAN, Buddhist Committee for Human Rights u CHO Ara, Kwangju YWCA u CHOI Young-do, Democratic Lawyers’ Association u CHUNG Woo-tai,
Kwangju Citizens’ Solidarity (KCS) u John Joseph CLANCEY, Asian Human Rights Commission u
Sunil F. A. COORAY, Vigil Lanka Movement, Sri Lanka u Rosline COSTA, Hotline Bangladesh u
Sr. Mariani DIMARANAN, Task Force Detainees of the Philippines, Philippines u Maria Ceu
FEDERER, East Timor Information Centre, Australia u Basil FERNANDO, Asian Human Rights
Commission u Nimalka FERNANDO, International Movement Against Discrimination on all forms of
Racism (IMADR) u Wimal FERNANDO, Movement for Defence of Democratic Rights (MDDR) , Sri
Lanka u Dr. Kek GALABRU, Cambodian League for Promotion of Human Rights - LICADHO,
Cambodia u Prof. Yash GHAI, University of Hong Kong, Kenya/HongKong SAR China u HAHM
Sei-ung, National League of Catholic Priests for Justice u Somchai HOMLAOR, Asia Forum for Human
Rights and Development (Forum-Asia), Thailand u HONG Sung-dam, Artist, Kwangju u HUH
Kyung-man, Governor, Chollanam-do, south Korea u Sonny INBARAJ, Editor, AustralAsia, Australia
Prof. Narihiko ITO, Japan u Justice V. R. Krishna IYER, Retired Supreme Court Justice, India u
JISUN, Head Priest, Paikyang Temple u Prof. JUNG Keun-sik, Chonnam University/KCS u JUNG
Tae-choon, Singer u Rev. KANG Shin-seok, Chairman, Organising Committee, Kwangju u KANG
Chang-il, Research Institute of Cheju 4.3 Uprising u Prof. KANG Man-gil, Korea University u Rev.
KANG Won-yong, Christian Reverend u Pramod KAPHLEY, Executive Director, Group for
International Solidarity (GRINSO), Nepal u KIM Joon, Kwangju Citizens’ Solidarity u KIM Jungsook, Minkahyup, Human Rights Group u KIM Bong-woo, Institute for National Affairs u Rev. KIM
Dong-wan, General Secretary, KNCC u Prof. KIM Gin-kyoon, National Professors’ Association u
Rev. KIM Jae-yol, Anglican Church u KIM Joong-bae, People’s Solidarity for Participatory Democracy
(PSPD) u Rev. KIM Kyung-nam, Democratic Era Forum, south Korea u KIM Sang-keun, National
Commission to Rectify Past Injustices u KIM Sei-ung, Forum of Democratic Leaders in the Asia Pacific
(FDL-AP) u KIM Seung-hoon, Catholic Human Rights Committee u Rev. KIM Sung-soo, Anglican
Church u KIM Yong-eun, Kwangju District Bar Association u KO Eun, Poet u KU Choong-suh,
The Korean People’s Artists Conference u Dr. LAO Mong Hay, Khmer Institute for Democracy,
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Cambodia u LAW Yuk Kai, Hong Kong Human Rights Monitor, HongKong u LEE Jai-eui, Kwangju
Citizens’ Solidarity (KCS) u Dr. Molly N. N. LEE, ALIRAN, Malaysia u LEE Chang-bok, Democratic
Reunification National Association, south Korea u LEE Dae-soon, President, Honam University u
LEE Dong-gyoon, Kwangju Human Rights Watch u LEE Don-myung, Lawyer u LEE Jun-hyung,
Catholic Justice and Peace Committee u LEE Ki-hong, 5.18 Memorial Foundation, Kwangju u Prof.
LEE Young-hee, Hanyang University u Sanjeewa LIYANAGE, Asian Human Rights Commission u
Prof. Kinhide MUSHAKOJI, Hu-Rigths Osaka, Japan u Jean NACPIL-MANIPON, Asian Regional
Exchange for New Alternatives (ARENA), Hong Kong u Peter B.H. NG, Taiwan Association for Human
Rights, Taiwan u PANG Wai Sum Diana, Hong Kong Human Rights Commission, HongKong u
PARK Hyung-kyu, KNCC Human Rights Commission u PARK Jae-Man, Kwangju Citizens’ Solidarity
u PARK Jung-kee, National Democratic Association of Bereaved Families (Pusan) u PARK MOON
Yongiel, Minkahyup, Human Rights Group u PARK Soon-kyung, National Conference for Reunification
u Romulo PERALTA, Solidarity Foundation, The Philippines u Ven. POM-NYUN, JTS Korea u
Sushil PYAKUREL, Informal Sector Education Centre (INSEC), Nepal u Brig. Abid RAO, Human
Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), Pakistan u Prof. RHEE Jong-soo, National Professors
Association u SHIN Dong-il, Kwangju Citizens’ Solidarity u SHIN Sam-suk, Korean Church Human
Rights Center u SIN, Kyong-rim, Poet, National Writer’s Conference u SINAPAN Samydorai, Asian
Human Rights Commission u SOH Eugene, Kwangju Citizens’ Solidarity (KCS) u SONG, Eon-jong,
Mayor, City of Kwangju u Ven. SONG Wol-ju, Buddhist Priest u SUH Joon-sik, Sarangbang Group
for Human Rights, Seoul u SUN Wai Han Louise, Asian Human Rights Commission u Bo TEDARD,
Taiwan Association for Human Rights, Taiwan u Songsan UDOMSILP, Amnesty International, Thailand
u Boonthan VERAWONGSE, Asia Cultural Forum on Development (ACFOD), Thailand u Pat
WALSH, Human Rights Desk, Australian Council For Overseas Aid (ACFOA), Australia u Herbert
WOTTAWAH, Amnesty International Korean Section u Dr. YOON Jan-hyun, Citizens’ Solidarity
(KCS) u YOON Han-bong, Future of the Nation Institute u Most Rev. YOON Kong-hee, Catholic
Archbishop of Kwangju u YOON So-hyun, Kwangju Citizens’ Solidarity u YUN Yongkyu, Korean
Teachers’ and Educational Workers’ Union

OTHER GROUPS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE ENDORSED THE
ASIAN HUMAN RIGHTS CHARTER SO FAR
ALLMARK C. V., Tribal Refugee Welfare in Southeast Asia, Western Australia u AUGUSTINE
Clifford, Order of Friors Minor, Jurong West, Singapore u Asian Human Rights Commission, Hong
Kong u Asian Legal Resource Centre, Hong Kong u BAGH Mohananda, Social Education and
Basic Awareness (SEBA), Bastar, India u BANIS A. S. Justice, Punjab Human Rights Organization,
Chancligarh, India u BATCHA A. Mahaboob, Society for Community Organisation Trust, India u
BOYD Daniel, The National Catholic Commission on Migration, Bangkok, Thailand u BUDIARDJO
Carmel, TAPOL Indonesia Human Rights Campaign, Indonesia u CHIU H. C. Ken, Taiwan Association
for Human Rights, Taiwan u CONROY Loreto, New South Wales Ecumenical Council, State of National
Council of Churches, Australia u COOPER Joshua, Pacific Peace Center, Honolulu, Hawaii u COORAY
Sunil, Vigil Lanka Movement, Colombo, Sri Lanka u D’SILVA Allwyn, Justice and Peace Commission,
Bombay, India u DIMARANAN Mariani Sr., Task Force Detainees of the Philippines (TFDP), The
Philippines u FIANZA Paul, Cordillera Center for Indigenous Peoples’ Rights (CRCIPR), The Philippines
u FRANCIS M. Joseph, Centre for Legal Aid, Assistance and Settlement (CLAAS), Pakistan u HAKIM
Abdul, LPIST (Institute for the Development of Strategic Initiatives for Social Transformation), Indonesia
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u HALIM Ahmad, Chhotanagpur Environmental Society, Bihar, IndiaV u ITTY V. I., Vigil India
Movement, Bangalore, India u IYER V. R. Krishna Justice, former judge of the Supreme Court of
India, India u IWATA Sumie, Center for Christian Response to Asian Issues-NCCJ, Japan u
JAYAWARDANA Jayalath, Member of Parliament, Sri Lanka u KAMALUDDIN Latif, Research
and Education for Peace, Penang, Malaysia u KHALKHO Renuka, Purani Ranchi Fishermen Co-op
Society, India u KIM Kyung-nam Rev., National Council of Churches in Korea (NCCK), south Korea
u KUIPPELS Rianne, Mensen in Nood/Caritas Nederland, Ben Bosch, The Netherlands u LANUR
Alex Fr., Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation, Jakarta, Indonesia u LASIMBANG Anne, Partners of
Community Organization (PACOS ), The Philippines u MADHAVAN P. K. S., Action for Welfare and
Awakening in Rural Environment (AWARE), Hyderabad, India u MANOHAR Moses, National Council
of Churches in India (NCCI), New Delhi, India u MARTINSON Jerry Fr., Jesuits Engaged in
Communications in East Asia and Oceania (JESCOMEA), Taipei, Taiwan u MAYO Anne Rev., Hannam
University, Taejon, south Korea u MALINI Madhu, Social Action Interest Litigation, Ranchi India u
MEDINA Carlos, LAWASIA Human Rights Committee and Ateneo Human Rights Center, The
Philippines u NICHOLES Colin, Center for Orang Asli Concerns, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia u PARIS
Antonio, Philippines Peace and Solidarity Council (PPSC), The Philippines u PETER Daniel Rev.,
World Student Christian Federation – Asia-Pacific Region (WSCF-AP), Hong Kong u RAJANAYAGAM
A. E., Centre for Peace and Progress, Madhu Church, Sri Lanka u RAO M. Venkat, Action for Welfare
and Awakening in Rural Environment (AWARE), Hyderabad, India u ROY Ranjit Kumar, National
Human Rights Association, Hinoo, India u SHAKIR Naeem, Committee for Justice and Peace Lahore,
Lahore, Pakistan u SINGH Rashmi, Janpryas Paniyra-Kaitholi (Mau Nath Bhanjan), U.P., India u
SITH Phuong, Human Rights Vigilance of Cambodia, Phnom Penh, Cambodia u SODHI K. B. S.,
Panjab and Chandigarh College Teachers’ Union, Ludhiama, India u VELLARADA P. M. Mani, Kerala,
India u XIMENES M. J. S., East Timor Solidarity Group, Macau
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Asian Human Rights Charter is a people’
people’ss charter
charter.. It
is part of an attempt to cr
eate in Asia a popular
create
cultur
e on human rights. Thousands of people fr
om
culture
from
various Asian countries participated in the debates
during the thr
ee-year period of discussion on this
three-year
document. In addition, mor
e than 200 nonmore
governmental or
ganizations (NGOs) dir
ectly took
organizations
directly
part in the drafting pr
ocess, and many other NGOs
process,
and people’
ganizations (POs) have endorsed the
people’ss or
organizations
document. Several drafts of the document,
including some translations, wer
e published widely
were
in newspapers, magazines and NGO newsletters.
This final version of the charter was written by
Pr
of. Y
ash Ghai under the dir
ection of a committee
Prof.
Yash
direction
of which he was a member consisting of Justices
Krishna Iyer and P
of. Kinhide
P.. N. Bhagwati, Pr
Prof.
Mushakoji, Mer
cedes V
eras, Lour
des Indai
Mercedes
V.. Contr
Contreras,
Lourdes
Sajor and Basil Fernando, Mark Daly and Sanjeewa
Liyanage fr
om the Asian Human Rights Commission
from
(AHRC). This charter is pr
esented to deepen the
presented
Asian debate on human rights, to pr
esent the
present
people’
people’ss views on human rights as against those of
some Asian leaders who claim that human rights
ar
e alien to Asia and to pr
omote political, social
are
promote
and legal rreforms
eforms for ensuring human rights in the
countries of the rregion.
egion. While drawing fr
om the
from
cultural wells of the rregion,
egion, it also points to the
need for cleaning these wells that have been
polluted by millenniums of pr
ejudice,
prejudice,
discrimination, inequality and violence.
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First Print: May 1998 - 10,000 Copies (English)
Second Print: January 1999 - 5,000 Copies (English)
Translations of this Charter so far: Chinese, Bengali, Bahasa Indonesia,
Japanese, Hindi, Khmer, Korean, Sinhala, Tamil, Tagalog & Thai
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